Form 2 Overview:
Michaelmas Term
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English

Daily reading (children).
Listening to extended stories.
Spellings (LaSaCaWaC) with test each Monday. based on previous week’s spellings.
Handwriting linked to weekly spellings.
Grammar: nouns, adjectives, antonyms, compound sentences, collectives nouns,
verbs, capital letters, full stops, finger spaces, speech marks.
Creative Writing: Stories with familiar settings; Traditional stories; Instructions;
Beginnings, Middles and Ends of stories; Explanations; Sequencing Instructions;
Rhymes.

Mathematics

Tables test each Thursday.
Maths Whizz.
Number and place value.
Problem solving.
Properties of shapes.
Mental maths.
Addition and subtraction.
Patterns of calculations.
Measuring in CM and M.
Comparing and ordering lengths using > and <
2 and 10x tables and related divisions.
Basic fractions.
Time to quarter hour increments.

Science

Everyday materials:
Distinguish between an object and the material from which it is made;
Identify and name a variety of everyday materials;
Describe the physical properties of a variety of materials;
Group materials on the basis of their properties.
Using electricity:
Describing how electricity plays an essential part in everyday life;
Exploring and testing simple circuits.

French

Meeting and greeting others.
Learning to say / use merci / SVP.
Answering the register.
Saying how you are.
Introducing yourself.
Listening & responding to classroom instructions.
Saying how old you are.
Celebrating European Languages Day.
Learning about exotic fruits and looking at the country of Mali / Africa.
Christmas.
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History

Poppy Day.
Guy Fawkes.
Pilgrim Fathers.
Queen Elizabeth 1st.
Shopping in the past.
In the attic.

Geography

Simple map work including compass and directional skills.
Building types in the local area.

ICT

E-Safety/ Coding.
Design a poppy and Fireworks display.
Research - RS Religious symbols.

R.S.

Religious symbols and buildings.
Christian church services.
Old testament stories.
Jesus’ birth.

P.E.

Swimming, netball/football, gymnastics, ball skills.

Music

Exploring duration.
Introduction to the recorder.

Art

Develop visual language skills.
Develop recording from observation skills.
Develop understanding of formal elements and begin to apply them in specific
pictures.
Experimentation with materials.

D&T

Food Tech - Food Hygiene.
Balanced diet.
How to prepare and make sandwiches.
Design for a brief / specific purpose.
Design for a target audience (Christmas Card).

PSHCEE

Being Me in My World.
Celebrating Difference.

